
EXTRACT DATA
FROM ANY

DOCUMENT

Data is everywhere. It drives modern business. But 
when 80% of all business data is trapped in unstruc-
tured formats, it complicates things. For your busi-
nesses to work, your must understand what your 
data is telling you.

Most likely you struggle to deal with the enormous 
volume of documents and content that enter your 
processes via business partners, suppliers, and 
customers. Such content is often semi-structured or 
unstructured, in different formats, layouts, and 
languages, and creates tremendous complexity 
that makes you waste vast human resources to 
handle.

Until recently, the ability to extract useful data
and insights from such content was reserved to 
human intelligence and highly complex tools that 
took months to setup and required highly skilled 
technical users.

INTAKE/TRIAGE
HYPERAUTOMATION

Turn Unstructured Data

Into Actionable
Information
With the advancements of AI and machine learning 
we can train AI to process content as humans 
would: by identifying many variations of a docu-
ment, locating and extracting data, understanding 
intent, and delivering it to core systems to trigger 
business processes.

Automatically extract data from application 
forms, KYC documents, and questionnaires.

Automatically extract Member, Provider, ICD, 
and CPT data from Pre-Authorizations

Automatically extract member data, determine 
type, objects, services and dates from Claims, 
Appeals, and Grievances

Automatically extract member data and deter-
mine intention and sentiment from emails

DATA
VELOCITY



Have us contact you

85 Broad St
New York, New York

www.DataVelocity.app

+1 (646) 799-5353
+1 (908) 797-0191

Specify and extract information from content using AI – Natural Language Processing without worrying 
about data structure, document format, or filetype; or whether it is typed or handwritten. 

HOW IT WORKS

You can generate significant value during the transition to a fully digital future by optimizing the way in 
which you process intake content. Its data is crucial to your service offerings and daily operations.

    
DATA VELOCITY
CLOUD-SERVICE

Automate the repetitive, slow, 
tedious, and error-prone job of 
manual document processing

Enable omni-channel end-to-end 
digital processing and utilize all 
available data

Improve security and compliance 
through robust data privacy, 
encryption, and security controls

Improve data quality and data 
structure for other efforts like RPA 
and Analytics

BENEFITS

Provide content like Intake 
Forms, KYC, Pre-Auths, 
Claims, Doctors Notes, and 
Health Records from any 
channel

Receive extracted key-value 
pairs and tables for immedi-
ate action

https://share.hsforms.com/17VEfEQ3HTKKnw1uOXLWZSAcsxs5
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